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tOTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: SE&RET//~ 

Just for FYI, 

Here is what the field reported on aerial missions. 

Dr a ttl 

I I 
Supervisory Spec1al Agent 
Operational Technology Division 
Trackin Technology Unit 

Classification: ~~~ 
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tOTO) (FBI) 

From: I I (OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: ~~ 

1r~~~v And! ~i 2015 1 :36 PM I : kER) (FBI) 

:Cnt1ca ~~~n~~B? __ UNCLASSIFIE~ 
SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U)"ij.,w FNf-1 !!<• C!f:1EHf EW'SITI\Jfl_The information marked (U/~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to kno•N. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified net•Nork. 

Thanks,L..I __ ___. 

I 

D 

b6 
b7C 

I 

Froml leER) (FBI) Ser rhursd•v Anr~ >3, 2o1s 11:34 AM 
To: ]COTD) (FBI) 
Cc: OTD) (FBI) 

bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

Subject: TTU Critical Element 7 --- UNCLASSIFIED~ 
Importance: High 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(UJkA\V U41 GKC~IO.Ei l I H biSI t iVE: The information marked (U/~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified net•Nork. 
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b5 
b7E 
b6 

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ b7C 

From (OTD) (FBI) 
Se ~==~r-=~~,-m103:.r0~5~PM~-------, 
To: (OTD) (FBI);I ICOTD) (FBI);I toTD) (FBI);I (0 ~--~ ~--------~ 

Cc: (OTD) (CON) 
Subject: DUTIES ASSIGNED 
Importance: High 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 
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If I missed something please adv1se .. 

ssA 
UnitL.,C..,.h..,.ie .... f,....----....1 

Tracking Technology Unit 
0 erational Technology Division 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

oFYI on Aigcapability and offer of assistance frornl !This platform worked great in a recent 
!one more item for vour tool bag but note that there is some coordination that is required to get this 

thing to you. Thanks.J J 

FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, 

public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI 

authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a 
manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES NOFORN caveat rnay not be used in legal 
proceedings without first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from 

subsequently posting the inforrnation rnarked u::s on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/~ 

Talk to you later, 

D 
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(FBI) 
l:-lr=-:::-::r=-:-:""""'':"r.:'!"":'=l:"::e:":':'r..,...,..,.....-rl..14 8:40AM 

OTD) (FBI) 
NCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

I I 

b3 
bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

As usual an~reguest ~or us to deploy outside the division will need to be requested through SS4~... ___ ___.Iand 
approved b senior management. 

Thanks 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~N~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/;~~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/ liJ;;S lMI'bRli. 

(Uib:Aw Ef\!Fh&l '!\'iLiff SE!LI I IPE@ !EORf{The information marked (U~in this document is the property of 
FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, 
public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI 
authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a 
manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES NOFORN caveat may not be used in legal 
proceedings without first receiving authorization frorn the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from 
subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/~ 

Talk lo you later, 

FrOn1l [NK) (FBI) 

To: OTD) (FBI) 
Sef: Mondav. jrcber 11, 2o14 s:4o AM 

Subject:! -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

I I 
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As usual any(eguest ~or us to deploy outside the division will need to be requested through ssA._ ____ _,Iand 
approved by senior management. 

b3 
b5 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

Thanks 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIEDLii??=nn~~ 
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I(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I koTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ih11rsdav . 1111v 17 2014 2:01 PM 

I ]oTD) (FBI) 
outline for conference--- UNCLASSIFIE~ 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Conference 
Outline.docx 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

5~-b~~~U~~;dination wit~ ~or airbornO 
Priority: Normal ....__ ______ ____, 

Start date: Tue 6/5/2012 
Due date: Thu 7/26/2012 

Status: Completed 
0/o Complete: 100% 
Date completed: Fri 7/11/2014 
Actual work: 0 hours 

Requested by:~....! ______ __.toTD) (FBI) 

D please provide me an update on this task. 

From: L...-___ ___.kOTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Tuesday, June OS, 2012 5:05 PM 
To: I loTD) (FBI) 
Subject: Airborne 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

I !has agreed to take on the airborne initiative. He is going to get familiar with the current progress (near 
term) and continue from there. 

As a side project, he is going to travel to visit one of our good vendorsL.! ___________ __.~o evauate an 
airborne system they have in place. 

He will contac~L...==~'n the near future. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

From: L...-_____ ___.I(OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wednesday, Ma~ 30, 2012 9:48AM I . OTD) (FBI) 
Airborn~ oordination 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

Owhat's the status of meeting with CIRG'~~.,....-------....1~0 further endorsement of the airbornec=J 
mission? Who's your assigned point of contact? 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

: :n:v Ju!v~7 201J1 ~~.~8~M 
:eetfng eq~~~~!_ ~~~LASSIFIED~~ 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

I'll be in on Wednesdav the 9' 11
• Morning would be best. L.! __ ___. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

HelloL..! _ ____. 

L--_ _.lmentioned I contact you to arrange a date to provide information on the airborn~ !capability (cellular 
location), We've had some success in deploying these svstems and I'd like to come by and provide information on how 
the concepts have worked out for awarenessL..I ____________ ___.] 

Let me know if any of the days/times listed below work for you. I'd probably need about an hour to go over the 
information. 

"' 07/09: all day (pick a tirne) 

"' 07/10: 9-11arn 
!8 07/11: all day (pick a time) 

Thanks, 

BBerry:L-1 ____ _..... 

PS Could you send rne the address and phone number to call once I arrive" 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~~ 
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We no longer have aL.L_,---....,..------IItor aviation bui . .-------.. _ _Jiis one of our Program Managers and can 
advise on this programJ I please coordinate this •Nitf~ ~nd I will attend if I can. Thanks. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

D 
I'd like to come by and go ahead and talk about the curren~rogram and the outcome of how we're doing on the 
airborne concepts. I believe I can also supply a laptop demo/example of how it works as well in airborne platforms. 

Would you available next week on Tuesday or Wednesday for the briefing/talk. 

Probably take about an hour. 

Talk to you later, 

D 
P.S. I can come up to your place and do the demo, just send me the address and I'll show up. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

~ 

(U) Lf)W ~)JFOF!Ci..IV:tiJ I !.iE~JSIIIVLThe information marked (U~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U~ I would like to get on calendar an internal OTD meeting about Airborn~ 11 would just like to have a 
"initial" meeting to communicate the scope of this effort, which may help drive our other meetings. 

Perhaps a quick >1 hour discussion would suffice. 

I'm available all of next week and week after (except 06/2.4). If you let us know a date/time that would work, we·' II send 
out the invite to get it on calendar. 

D 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

{U}:AV/ P~FdkCUvlLIG I SbSJSI l 1\/l, The information marked {U/~ in this document is the property of FBI 
and may be distributed within the Federal Government {and its contractors), US intelligence, law 
enforcement, public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond 
these entities '\-vithout FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information 
is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES 
caveat may not be used in legal proceedings vvithout first receiving authorization from the originating agency. 
Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an 
unclassified network. 
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Yes. Please include me. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) L~r !!}JFOikEiv:dH SEPJJ31rj\j'L The information marked (U~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 

protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 

prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 

precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 

receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 

information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
Just wanted to check with you prior to engaging anyone about this. Should we schedule a meeting about this since D 
andl ~vas asking? 

Perhaps a meeting to re~enforce that the sarne concepts are being used would alleviate concerns. 

D 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U)LAW EPJI·OIU!MEPJT zf!iiSI I 12£: The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, la•N enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals •Nith a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 

prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 

precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 

receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 

information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

That would be greatOLet's schedule something upon your return. 
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koTD) (FBI) 
foGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

(U)JAW ENmHU.:o,r.r~ I _,r.mi r nZE· The information marked (U/~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors); US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the I.ES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings •..vithout first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked I.ES on a website or an unclassified network. 

PS I'm on TOY next week, although can meet afterwards. 

From~ [OGC) (FBI) 
SeJt: Thmsdav Aorj! 24, 2014 6:1~PM 
To:_ JcQGC)(FBI) _ tOTD) CFBI) 
Cc: icoTD) (FBI) tOTD) (FBI);I ICOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 
SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI) L...-----------1 
Subject: RE: AirborneD--- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

bS 
b6 
b7C 

(U) [}<w §tli bikF.MLIJ I ~kGI5mv[The information marked (U/~in this document is the property of FBI and may be b7E 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors); US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the I.ES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings •..vithout first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked I.ES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
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I 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) ~.W Ei4FORCEiv1UH f!JFf\IS!T!'il: The information marked (U~n this document is the property of fBI and may be 
distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access" Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network 

D 

D 

Unit Chief 

Confidentialitv Statement This message is transmitted to you by the Ofiice of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
ofinvestigation. The; message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legall;' privileged. If;'ou are not the 
intended E\~CEpient oftlm: message, please destroy it promptly V>'ithout fmther retention or disseminatjpn (nnless othenvise 
required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e~mail or by calling! I 

OTD) (FBI) 
""""'""==-....,.r- 4, 2014 1:41 PM 

GC)(FBI) 
Ccr---------''""''(OTD) (FBI);I ICOTD) (FBI)J koGC) (FBI);I 

(OGC)(FBI); lEAN, r L SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI) L...------1 ~.... ____ ___. 

L::S:-u-:-bJ-:-.e-ct::-1: RE: Airborne --- UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 
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(U)U.VV Ef4FdRCEiv:m f SEf'JSIT~ The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to kno•N. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access, Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified net•Nork, 

L...-------___.~OGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(u-;:121~\, ra'; .... ;I .... EJtJL! -1V\ftiV£rhe infortnati::;n tnarked (U~n this documer.t is the property c.f F!Jt and may be distributed t"/fthfn the Feder a! Governrnent 
(ar.d its car.tractors}. US ir.te!l/gence~ knv enfarce~nen~, public safety or protectfar. offiouls end mdividua!s tlfJith a need to know. Distribution l1eyond these entities 
without FB! r;uttrorizoti:Jr: f5 prc•h.ibited. Precr;utf•.::·r:s should be token t:J en5ure this informr;tf•.::·r: /5 stored ond/or de5trcyed .in r; t/}anner thot prectuc/e$ unc:uth·Jr.ized 

occes5. injcrrootion t·ec:rfng the !.ES caveat rnr;y net t·e t..6ed in legal ,<.:·roceedings ;tV!th:Jut jfr5t receiving outh•.::·r.izc:tfon frorn the ortgtnc:ting :Jgency R.ecil .. lient5 are 

pr.:Jf1ibitt!d f~·Drri subsequently posting the inj::Jrrnotfon rnarked LES .·Jn a ~1\/ebsite or an uncloss:f.ied net'i/'1'-Yk. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Fromd tOTD) (FBI) 
Se · ~-,....--....,......,.,....,,..,....~4 8:10AM 

To: (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Airborn -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
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Let me know what you think, 

Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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I(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

{U)tAw EfMORCEiviEPJ I SE!\ISITIVt;,:_The information marked {U/;t~C§tin this document is the property of FBI 
and may be distributed within the Federal Government {and its contractors), US intelligence, law 
enforcement, public safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to knowc Distribution beyond 
these entities '\Vithout FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information 
is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES 
caveat may not be used in legal proceedings vvithout first receiving authorization from the originating agency. 
Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an 
unclassified network. 

Thanks,D 

OTD) (FBI) 
Se • ........,..,=,.,..,.......,.._:_ 4:03 PM 
To: OTD) (F~D·I ICOTD) (FBI) 
Cc: BEAN, W L SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI)J icoTD)(FBI) 
Subject: Heads up re requested OGC briefings--- UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(u)J A\N E~J~GIICEIOIEI4f SEPJSI I iSt[;:_The information marked (U~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

I I 
In an effort to move these issues along-Airborne! loevelopmenti lhas asked his 
Section Chief for availability for briefings by us of applicable OGC POCs. L--------1 

These briefings will likely need to be at JEH-not on Friday afternoon. 

I will keep you posted and work with Scott]'-_____ ___.! to get them scheduled at a time convenient to you. 
Thanks, 

D 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I eooav Mav 23 '~~J~>.\ii~ 
I OTD) (FBI) 
RE: OTD Briefs of developing capabilities--- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

D 

FrOm1 ICOTD) (FBI) 

To:l ICOTD) (FBI)· toTo) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursda;. May 22.20141:11 P~ 

Cc~ {OTD) (FBI); BEAN, W L SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: OTD Briefs of developing capabilities --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

FYI. 

From:l lcoGC) (FBI) 

b6 
b7C 
bS 

b6 
b7C 

~~1· ~·~~:;;~day. May J2/a~!)4/2:21 PM 
Cc___ __:- ~(OTD) (FBI):I ICOTD) (FBI)~ 
(0 t lrodc)(FBI)~ [OGC)(FBI) .....__ ______ ____, 

Subject: OTD Briefs of developing capabilities --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

I need to schedule briefs from nu on "Airborn 

Thanks 
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Associate General Counsel and Unit Chief 

Science and Technology Law Unit 

Offic ounsel 

(Off),__ ___ ~ 

(BB) 
(Fax 
(Sec 

'L.------....1 

Confidentiality: Statement: 
This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The 
message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient 
of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by 
law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling! I 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

FYI. 

toGC) (FBI) 
!:::-----:-~:-::--~22 I 2 014 12: 21 PM 

OTD) 'EBD·I lcoTD) (FBI);I 
OGC)(FBI)~ lcoGC)(FBI) L...----------1 

:~~~~~e~ve~o~p:-~m:·g capabilities--- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

Thanks 

D 
Assoc1ate General Counsel and Unit Chief 
Science and Technology Law Unit 
Office of the General Counsel 
(Off) 
(BB) 
(Fax) 
(Sec) 

Confidentiality: Statement: 
This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The 
message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient 
of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by 
law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling! I 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

(U)tA:W E!~r-dRCEiv:Ul I HNSITIVt_ The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to kno•N. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access, Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified net•Nork, 

D 
Just wanted to check with you prior to engaging anyone about this. Should we schedule a meeting about this sinceD 

andl ras asking? 

Perhaps a meeting to re-enforce that the same concepts are being used would alleviate concerns. 

D 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U)MW ~~11 IJi!J!EilEFJT SFW~Il"l~. The information marked (ld-fit~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

That would be greatO Let's schedule something upon your return. 

FromtL-___ ___.foTD) (FBI) 
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Se .,.... ................... -= ......... ...,.. 
To:rr-----.a....!o6~ 
Cc:~~~~~-r-~, 
Subject: RE: Airborn L...--...1 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIEDfft~ 
bS 
b6 

(U) 1NA1 Uli OIZU.IQ.L 14 I :.ii.~JaiTIVE: The information marked (l~in this document is the property of FBI and may be b7C 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or b?E 

protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
PS I'm on TDY next week, although can meet afterwards. 

From: OGC) (FBI) 
Se ~.....,....,,.,....-...,....,..~~, 2014 6: HbiM 
To: OGC)(FBI); tOTD) (FBI) 
cc: OTD) (FB _ lcoTD) (FBI);I lcoGC)(FBI); BEAN, w L 
sc ~-------~ 

Subject: RE: Airborne! ~-- UNCLASSIFIE~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(ULLi\W FNH '!iCIP.UHR .-WSI'FI':!: The information marke~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that bS 

precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first b6 

receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the b7C 

information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. b7E 

D 

From:l toGC)(FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 2:34 PM 
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...__ __ ____.tOGC) (FBI);jL.....-___ __. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

(U)i.AW UJI Uitt:f.!vTfJSf Ui\hl I I'd: The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be b3 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or ~~ 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 

D 
Unit Chief 

Confidentiahtv Statement: 'This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the 
intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without ittrther retention or djs<;romjnatjpn C1mless otherwise 
required by law} Please nolif\· the sender of the error by a separate e~mail or by calling! I 

...__ __ ___.I (OGC)(FBI)~._ ____ __. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U}i:Aw Ef<.!f GRCE!v:U.l I SliiiS!$1 ll'l(fJ The information marked (U~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
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protection officials and individuals with a need to kno•N. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified net•Nork. 

1.....--------___.I(OGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

Cc: OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Airborn-a..._ _ _. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U):k) ~.\1 rB '/ .... ; t .... LJPJ LJ t, S £ ·:!U r·iv£: rhe infortnati::;n tnarked (U;iJ><Jn this documer.t is the property c.f F!Jt and may be distributed t"/fthfn the Feder a! Governrnent 
(ar.d its car.tractors}. US ir.te!l/gence~ knv enfarce~nen~, public safety or protectfar. offiouls end mdividua!s tlfJith a need to know. Distribution l1eyond these entities 
without FB! r;uttrorizoti:Jr: f5 prc•h.ibited. Precr;utf•.::·r:s should be token t:J en5ure this informr;tf•.::·r: /5 stored ond/or de5trcyed .in r; t/}ar:ner thot prectuc/e$ unc:uth·Jr.ized 

occes5. ir:jcrrootion t·ec:rfng the !.ES caveat rnr;y net t·e t..6ed in legal ,<.:·roceedings ;tV!th:Jut jfrYt receiving outh•.::·r.izc:tfon frorn the ortgtnc:ting :Jger:cy R.ecil .. lient5 are 

pr.:Jf1ibitt!d f~·Drri subsequently posting the inj::Jrrnotfon rnarked LES .·Jn a ~1\/ebsite or an uncloss:f.ied net'i/'1'-Yk. 

(OTD) (FBI) 
'r-i::-:'=I"":":":'""""'!":':~'Tl'l'"""~~o:23 AM 

OTD) (FBI) 
~~~~=~~;...;.; -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
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Let me know what you think, 

Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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kOTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) l./\W ENWI!LLIV:!".IG I .d.PJSiiTnfL· The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

That would be greaQLet's schedule something upon your return. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(UllAW ~)]I Oi.Lt!\ILIJ I :rs'bNnvCThe information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcernent, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a rnanner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat rnav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

P5. l'rn on TOY next week, although can meet after-Nards. 
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From:l ICOGC) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 6:16';'-l-IPM:..:..... _ ___, 
To:l lcQGC)(FBI)J tOTD) (FBI) 
Cc:_ JCOTD) (FB1)] ICOTD) (FBI);I lcoGC)(FBI); BEAN, w L 
SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI) L...-----------1 

Subject: RE: AirborneL...I _ ..... ~-- UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIEDf~~ 

(U) LAW tlai ORU%:LIJ I SUJSITPtfi· The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network 

D 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/rt~ 

(U) LAW ENH@ H.GEHf SHJ!!TI\tf 'rhe information marked~ this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 

D 
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Unit Chief 
Science & Technology Policy & Law Unit 
FBI Office ofthe General Counsel 
0: orl 

Cr,mfi_d;;'J:tti~li_ty __ S_t~!t<;:.m_r;:.nt: This message is transmitted to you by the Office o:fthe General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation_ The message, along 'vVilh any attachmems, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the 

1_· n.tended. reci_ p.ie.nt o_ ft. his n_1essa .. g.e, pk.'ase de .. st.roy i l p_mmpt.ly 'vVi. t-h(.JUt £_ urt_h_ er ret. en.tion T dissi~minaJian (unless othenvise 
required by- Jayv) Please nolify the sender ofthe error by a separate e-mail or by calling_ I 

L...-__ ____.tOGC) (FBI);L-1 ____ __. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE: The information marked (U/~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network 

c 
L....-______ __.ICOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) u.;v~' ErVFORCfh·1ENT SENS/Tfi/f: The !nformr;tt..::·r: ror;rked (U//!.FS) in this docurnent is tfre ,c·roperty c}.FBI ar:d rnoy he distributed within t/1e Federo.i G•.::·vernn.,ent 

(and it·s contracu.Jrs), US int·e/figeoce, fov'/ erdorcerr:er:t .. puttffc sa/tTy' or protectjon off!ciofs and ind:\1irh:o!s with a need tr~ kno~!l.l. Distribution be~.n-Y:d these t!ntitfes 
without FB! authorfzatf;_..,r: is prohjbju:d. Precaut·ir~r:s should !Je taken UJ ensure this ioforrnatir~r: is stored and/or destroyt!d h; a rnor:oer thea precludes unaulfv.Jrjzed 

acce.:;s. ir..forrnatfon bearinq the LES caveat rnay not be used in !ega! proceedings t"/ftl1out first receiving authcrizction frotn the oriqinctinq aqer.cv. Recipients are 

prohibited _fron1 subsequently posting the infonr:ation ;r:arked .~ES on c ~1.:ebsite or an unclassified netwcrk. 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

I 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Fromd lcAT) (FBI) 
Se ~~~--:---~-2~014 11:02 AM 
To: OTD) (FBI) 
Cc: (FBI) 
SuiJ]ect: -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Let me know what you think, 

Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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lOTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: ·~~----_.l.:.::O.:.::G~C~)CJ...JFB"'""n'"'l---r~~~tOTD) (FBI) 

..___ _______ ___.I(OGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L Cc: 

Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(l!W 'dW I;;~HOHCEIO:EI~ I SEIJsiTIVfi:The information marked (~in this document is the property of fBI and may be 
distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to kno•N. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified net•Nork. 

D 
P.S. I'm on TDY next week, although can meet afterwards. 

OGC) (FBI) 
"'"===-:-~~4, 2014 6:1n~M 

~-----L:i'OGC)(FBI); tmm CFBI) 
Cc: (OTD) (FBI) toTO) (FBI);L..I ______ ___..tOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 
SCOTT III ( OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: AirborneD--- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U)Lt.W FNI OitCEPMIJ I H biSIT!V(Jhe information marked (U/~in this document is the property of fBI and may be 
distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
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...__ __ ____.lcoGc) (FBI); I...__ ___ ___. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

(U)""i:\w F ~lf 01 tEEi¢1 tl d I Sti'l$ I 1 iVLThe information marked ( U~n this document is the property of fBI and may be 
distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access" Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network 

D 

Unit Chief 
Science & Technology Policy & Law Unit 
FBI Office ofthe General Counsel 

0: orl~------~ 

Confidentialitv Statement This message is transmitted to you by the Ofiice of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
ofinvestigation. The; message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legall;' privileged. If;'ou are not the 
inte1~ded E\~CEpient oftlm: mes:~.a. ge, p.lease de~troy it pron.:~ptly V>'ithout fmther retentio.n or dissemination hlnless othenvise 
reqwred by law). Please not1ty the sender of the error by a separate e~m;;ul or by calhngl~....-_____ _._ 
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L.....-__ _.....tOGC) (FBI)l...__ ___ ___. 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) Lt:.,W FNbr Hlltiv!tMI SEi'hiTniL.The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of fBI and may be 

distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access" Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network 

Bf----------------1 
From 
Se ~~~~~~~~r.r~~~._------~ 

To: 
sc·-+r-I"'"TT"r-T7"'l"''"''""''~ 

Cc:~~~~~--~~, 
Subject: FW: Airborn 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

L--------___.kOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

(U) ~/ crucf:ih ;._.i.l ... }~_Jcy 1 :7-:-':1 51TJ1i:he !nformr;tt..::·r: ror;rked (ul)l:t<tn this docurnent is tfre ,<.:·roperty c}'FBI ar:d rnoy he distributed within t/1e Federo.i G•.::·vernn.,ent 

(r;nd f'!s ccntrr;ct:Jrs), US fnte!ttgence1 tavv· er:jcrre;ner:~. pubti:: 5c:fety or protect.icn o}jfch1/5 end tnc!ivtduo!s with o need t•.::· know. Distribution t·ey•.::·r:d t/1ese entitfe5 

~lj_tithaut FB! authorfzati:_..,r: is prohibited. Precaut·ir~r:s should !Je taken UJ ensure this ioforrnatir~r: is stored and/or destroyt!d in a rnor:oer thea precludes unaulfv.Jrized 

acce.:;s, ir..forrnatfon becrinq the LES caveat rnay not be used in legal proceedings t"/ftl1out first receiving authcrizction frotn the oriqinctinq aqer.cv. Recipients are 

prohibited front subsequently po.:;tinq the inforrnatfon rnarked L[S on c ~1\.tebsite or an unc!a.:;s~fied netlNcrk. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

From:.J;.rl =~~...,.....;'~£1cOTD) (FBI) 
Se 4 9:35AM 
To: (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborne --- UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:l ICFBI) 

~[' :;ay. T 24. ~ffci~~ AM 

Su le : ~roorne f __ UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
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Let me know what you think, 

c:r 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIE~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

(U~ . .t\W ENFORU.IV,m I .Jl.fhi I 1\f,L The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

10-4; thanks for the update. 

L...-___ __.tOGC) (FBI)~L--------1 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(UUNV ii~lFUI\UiV:LIJT S~~ISIII\LE; The information marked (U~in this document is the propertv of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the I.ES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings •.-vithout first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked I.ES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 

D 
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Unit Chief 
Science & Technology Policy & Law Unit 
FBI Office ofthe General Counsel 

0:~ Iori 
BB I 
E-aii (0):1 I 
E-Mail (S):I I 
Cr,mfi_d;;'J:tti~li_ty __ S_t~!t<;:.m_r;:.nt: This message is transmitted to you by the Office o:fthe General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation_ The message, along 'vVilh any attachmems, may be confidential and legally privileged. If you are not the 
1_-n.tended. reci_p.ie.nt o_ ft. his n_1essa_ .g.e, pk.'ase de.-st.roy il p_mmpt.ly 'vVi•t. h(.JUt f:. urt·h-er ret.en.tion or diss:;>mjp<~J·jop (!lnless othenvise 
required by- Jayv) Please nolify the sender ofthe error by a separate e-mail or by calling 

L-------....1 

L....-__ ____.tOGC) (FBI)j._ ____ __. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(Wj:,<)V\1 FNWI!CEI?1Erd I Si!:hl$1TIVLThe information marked (U/ ~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

CJ 
From:l 
Se ~--~~~~~~~ 

i"-'-=""""--''-'-'----..., 
To: 
sc~-...,.,.-~•.:. 

Cc:~~~~~--~~~ 
Subject: FW: Airborn,__ _ _. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

.__ ______ ___.IOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

(U) JA!M EVSC Lt.Jt.J~_;c I ~ ,l£ 1Tfi~ The !nfo;Tnr;tt..::·r: ror;rked (U~1 this docurnent is tf1e ,<.:·roperty c}"FBI ar:d rnoy he distributed within t/1e Federo.i G•.::·vernn.,ent 

(and it·s contracu.Jrs), US int·e/figeoce, fov'/ erdorcerr:er:t .. puttffc sa/tTy' or protection off!ciofs and ind:\1irh:o!s with a need tr~ kno~!l.l. Distribution be~.n-Y:d these t!ntitfes 
without FB! authorfzatf.:...,r: is prohibited. Precaut·ir~r:s should !Je taken to ensure this ioforrnatir~r: is stored and/or destroyt!d in a rnor:oer thea precludes unauthorized 

acce.:;s. ir..forrnatfon bearinq the LES caveat rnay not be used in !ega! proceedings t"/ftl1out first receiving authcrizction frotn the oriqinctinq aqer.cv. Recipients are 
prohibited frmn subsequently posting the infonr:ation ;r:arked .~ES on c ~1.:ebsite or an unclassified netwcrk. 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

From~ ICOTD) (FBI) 
Se · '=:---:---"""":"'"....,....,..............,.~4 9:35AM 
To: OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborne -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

b5 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

b3 

~------------------------------------~b5 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

I 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:+ l(FBI) 
Sent:hursdav Aoni 24 2014 1 :02 AM 
To·l I OTD) (FBI) 
Cc~ (FBI) 
Subject: Airbornej -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

Let me know what you think, 
Thanks 

I 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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~OTD) (FBI) 

From: I koGc) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

TbursdayAo;i~~~ ;014 6:16PM r : l~Gc)(FBI)J l:oTD2 fBI) 

I kO~I); ~;l'~.<~~ 1scott llloto) t~B~~) (FBI);~...I _____ ____. 

RE: AirborneL___J-- UNCLASSIFIED/~ Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) l./\W E~lmi!LLI/f.fJ I &Jki%1 r !2£: The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 

L....-__ ___.koGC) (FBI);I....._ ___ ____. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(I.J.,\ItHM @I bi<EE!e1Li J I S..EKISIT!V()he information marked (~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access, Information bearing the !.IS caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings •..vithout first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked !.IS on a website or an unclassified network, 

D 
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D 
b6 
b7C 

Confidentialitv Statement This message is transmitted to you by the Ofiice of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
ofinvestigation. The; message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legall;' privileged. If;'ou are not the 
intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptl;' \vithout fmiber retention or dissemination (unless otherv.;ise 
required by la<v). Please notifY the sender of the en·or by a separate e-mail or by calling! I 

loTD) (FBI) 
~~~~Ar~-ril 24, 2014 1:41 PM 

OGC)(FBI) 
t------....,COTD) (FBI) I lcoTD) (FBI)~ toGC) (FBI)~ 

OGC)(FBI); lEAN, r L SCOTT III (~=I) L...----.....1 L---------1 

.,_.u"r'~~e~ct~: RE: Airborne -- UNCLASSIFI6 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

(ujj:Aw !!~li O:Zdi¢,Ei l I SFI\ISIIIV[ The information marked (~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

6t--------
From~ tOTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, A:ril 24, 2014 1r-::.::.28:::..:...P:..:M ___ ____, 
To:l JCo,1 ........... ...._· ~'l"''""n"'"7"1""'1"'1~_J 
sc 
Cc~:~~~~~~~~~~ 

L...-------_.I(OGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

Subject: FW: Airborne 
L...--...1 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

{U);:; C>;. :.~Rtflv~c/t,, .JCMSJ'i~ T/1e lnfc•rrnat.icn r11:..1rked {tj,~Jn tft/5 d:Jru;ner:t i5 the prc•per'J:Ij •.::·f FBi r;nd ;noy he d!$trfhuted itll!t/1/n the Feder:Jf Gcvernrnent 
(or:d its cr~r:troctors}. US ir:te/iigence .. k.N.; enfr~rce:nent~ pubHc su"fety or prou:cthY: o.ffifjais aod individuals t~/fth o need to know. OistrfiJuUon beyond U!t:5e entities 
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without FB! o~..:thorfzotfon is prohibited. Preo .. "n:tions should bt: token to t:nsure this infonnotion is stored ond/-:Jr dt:strr~~~ed in o r:-1anner that prer_judes unauthorized 
access. /nfcnnatfon bearir.g the LES caveat ;nov net be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization frorn the originating agency. Hecipients are 
prohili/tedfrom subsequently postmg the information marked !ES on a website or on unclassified network. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Disregarding for the time being legal authority risks, can you meet their request currently 

Froml f(OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 8:10AM 
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To: ~.,..I ---,-""'=""""'......,..,...--.....----a..r~PTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Airborn~ f- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

(FBI) 
~~r"''"l7""~i'lT"""7~~T""'T"':o2 AM 

'lr------...L.'tOTD) (FBI) 

b~~=r----,IFBI) 
-- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

Let me know what you think, 
Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

-----------------------------~~--------------------

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

=============================~::==================== 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

=============================~=~==================== 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U)1{'wv Eldi!§RCEL~~-f<l I :,fNSITI\!E: The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 

D 

Omt Ch1ef 
Science & Technology Policy & Law Unit 
FBI Office ofthe Ge9nal Counsel 

O:h loij I 
BB:_ I 
E-Mail (U):I j 
E-Mail (S)j._ ______ __.! 
Confidentlality Statement: 'flm: message is transmitted to you by the Offke of the General Counsel of the Federal Bureau 
ofJnvestigation. "The message, along vnth any attachments, may be confidentlal and legally privileged. If you are not the 
intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retentwn or dissemination (unless otherwise 
required by law). Please notify the sender ofthe error by a separate e-mail or by calling! ! 

toTO) (FBI) 
~;or----,--TA ril 24, 2014 1:41 PM 

OGC)(FBI) 
f------l.l..1(0TD) (FBI);j tOTO) (FBI);! kOGC) (FBI)~L--------1 

.__ _ ___,.~,.OGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L SCOTT III (OTD) (FBI) .__ ___ __. 

Subject: RE: Airborn~ ~-- UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(UWW F~Jr8i!EEIV:Eid I SENHrlYl: The information marked (U/~n this document is the property of fBI and may be 
distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access" Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network 

D 
b------------' 

L...-------__.ICOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

r; •J z:~,. ( ,...?" '?!f !ii c n !ZL' 'hn info·mr·'""i ~.,., ;--nr•r·•-:..l' ('J;~· 'r ... ;-,.l·r .-for-,n~Df'-1> ',_~ [- ;~ ~ f~(O')''/'h! ,-._o~: Fn; l~cr' n•o:: r·J~ d'"t··':--,-,[- .,.~· \V'thin t1y:. F"'d''/"()i t .... ~~- :1-fl"l'}'"llt f!.l; 40"' . . J ~··· •••-•~ -""11!'1 .. J I • .-. of'.J I , ,)/. {,•r: fi/,.i KJ:.{ :, ~If til,; lo .. (,;ln. 1'. /.;, . ft: 
1
\.." ! 0:: '/ ·"J. D { r: ;11 )' r: /,,,//~;(, .0::•..-1 ' I.,.;/,/ 0:: . r: 0:: , .~lj:!J:. II I 0:: 

(r;nd f'!s ccntrr;ct:Jrs), US fnte!ttgence1 tavv· er:jcrre;ner:~. pubt/:: 5c:fety or protect.icn o}jfch1/5 end tnc!ivtduo!s with o need t•.::· know. Distribution t·ey•.::·nd t/1ese entitfe5 

~lj_tithout FB! authorfzatf;_-,r: is prohibited. Precaut·ir~r:s should !Je taken UJ ensure this ioforrnatir~r: is stored and/or destroyt!d .in a rnor:oer thea precludes unaulfv.Jr.ized 

acce.:;s, ir..forrnatfon becrinq the LES caveat rnay not be used in legal proceedings t"/ftl1out first receiving authcrizction frotn the oriqinctinq aqer.cv. Recipients are 
prohibited front subsequently po.:;tinq the inforrnatfon rnarked L[S on c website or an unc!ass~fied netlNcrk. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:l lcoTD) (FBI) 
Se · ~-~~--,...,..-..,..20.,...1_4 ..... 12:22 PM 

To OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborne -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
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Let me know what you think, 

Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(uu:wd 5NFOI!Cl.IV:E.IG I !iE~I5i!I!VL_The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

From:! 
Se ~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~------~ 

To 
sc·~'I"""'"'I"'""T'l'"'l"''"''"'~r-'n 

Cc: 
Su b..,.1e-ct-=-: -::F::-:W-:-:~A:"""ir"'l"b_o_rn_e_,-, 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

L...-______ ___.!OGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

ruwa~N CC!Gb""'_ LLJPJLJJ. Sl.\JS1TiVUhe infonnotion rnorkt:d (Ul~ this J.:JCUtner:t is the property r~fFBj and rr:oy be dfstrfiJuted t~/fthfn the Feder of Govt:rnr:'Jenl 
{or:d its cr~r:troctors}. US ir:te!iigence_. k.N.; enfr~rce:nent~ pubHc su"fety or prou:cthY: o.ffifjafs aod individuals t~/fth o need to know. OistrfiJuUon beyond U!t:5e entjrfes 
:Nfthout f-B! authorization is prohibited. Precaution:; should be taken to ensure this infortnation is stored and/or destrcved in a rnanner that predudes unauthorized 
acces5. tnfarrnation l1earir;g the !.E.S coveot rnay nat lie used in legal proceedings without first rer:eivmg authorization jrorn the ongJrwtir;g agenq/, Recipient5 are 
prohili/tedfrom suh5equently postmg the information marked !ES on a website or on unclassified network. 

From:! I (OTD) (FBI) 
Se !::::------.,....-.......-...,...,...,......,2...,0,.,..14.,....1 0: 23 AM 

To: OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborn -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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Yes, thanks. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

Let me know what you think, 

Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

(U)U;\AI UJFeM,tiv:EIH SEPJ:;i1Tni2 The information marked (l~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

~r--t-------_______J 

L...-------___.kOGC)(FBI); BEAN, W L 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

{U/{j,V;' Ee". JJLLJMtU, SEl :3 !IZ:LThe infonnotion rnorkt:d (U~n this J.:Jcutner:t is the property r~fFBj and rr:oy be dfstrfiJuted t~/fthfn the Feder of Govt:rnr:-Jenl 

{or:d its cr~r:troctors}. US ir:te!iigence .. k.N.; enfr~rce:nent~ pubHc su"fety or prou:cthY: o.ffifjafs aod individuals t~/fth o need to know. OistrfiJuUon beyond U!t:5e entities 
:Nfthout f-B! authorization is prohibited. Precaution:; should be taken to ensure this infortnation is stored and/or destrcved in a rnanner that predudes unauthorized 
acces5. tnfarrnation l1earir;g the !.E.S coveot rnay nat lie used in legal proceedings without first rer:eivmg authorization jrorn the ongJrwtir;g agenq/, Recipient5 are 
prohili/tedfrom suh5equently postmg the information marked !ES on a website or on unclassified network. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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I 

Yes, thanks. 

From:l RoTD) (FBI) 
Se · ~____,,....-...,.......,...,..,......,.-! 4 9:35AM 

To: OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborne -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

b3 
bS 
b6 
b7C 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------~b7E 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

Let me know what you think, 

Thanks 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

----------------------------~--------------------

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

============================~~==================== 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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~OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFI~ 

{U) iA ~V ElVFORCElviENT SENS!T!VE: T/1e infc•rrnat.icn r11:..1rked {U/l!_ES) in ttrf5 d:Jru;ner:t i5 the prc•per'J:I; •.::·f FBi r;nd ;noy he d!5trfhuted ;tV!tl.,ln the Feder:Jt Gcvernrnent 

{or:d its cr~r:troctors}. US ir:te!iigence .. k.N.; enfr~rce:nent~ pubHc su"fety or prou:cthY: o.ffifjafs aod individuals t~/fth o need to know. OistrfiJuUon beyond U!t:se entities 
without FB! o~..:thorfzotfon is prohibited. Preo .. "n:tions should bt: token to t:nsure this infonnotion is stored ond/-:Jr dt:strr~~~ed in o r:-1anner that precludes unauthorized 
access. /nfcnnatfon bearir.g the LES caveat ;nov net be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization frorn the originating agency. Hecipients are 
prohili/tedfrorr. subsequently postmg the information marked !ES on a website or on unclassified network. 

From~ ICOTD) (FBI) 
Se 2014 10:23 AM 
To: ) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborne -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Yes, thanks. 

From:~~ -~-~~~lcOTD) (FBI) 
Se~t: Thursday Aprj! 24 2014 9:35AM 
To:! tOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborn€1 r--- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:L-1 ______ _.I (OTD) (FBI) 
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Se ........ ..L..U..I.I..I.WI.L.IOI.li:.I....QI,j:LJ.L...j~2014 12:22 PM 
To: OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborne -- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:l lcFBI) 
Se =--~~-=--"":'":""'::~2~0~14"!"""':""11: 02 AM 
To OTD) (FBI) 
Cc: (FBI) 
Subject: Airborn --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

Let me know what you think, 
Thanks 

D 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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kOTD) (FBI) 

From: I I(FBI) 
Sent: I11esday Aorj! 22 2014 1 :46 PM 

I toTo) (FBI) To: 
Subject: Airborne--- UNCLASSIFIED 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
As you are probably aware we had the I ~last week and WITT was a 
major player in the case. I was asked oy our Pilot-in-Command about t e availability of the a1rborne 
system. You and I have discussed this in the past and I remember that Avaiation Surveillance Unit 
needed to approve the system or something along those lines. What is the current status of the 
airborne program? 

Let me know 
Many Thanks 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: I toTo) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: I OTD) (FBI) I<FBI);I (FBI) ......__ _______ __. ._ ________ _..... 

Subject: RE: Domestic Technical Assistance Request--- UNCLASSIFIED 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
From~ kFBI) 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 12:06 PM 
To:l ICOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Domestic Technical Assistance Request --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Hello._l __ _. 

Thanksl I 
I I 

From: 
Se · .lr-:-:-:::=~·- 7:15AM 
To: FBI) 
Cc: (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Domestic Technical Assistance Request --- UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

The DTA does not call out forth~ lgroup to approve or disapprove the use ofOquiprnent for domestic 
technical assistance to slate and local cases. Because your question pertains to the potential disclosure of techniques 
and tradecraft in state proceeding, I would have defer your concern lo our general counsel and division heads. I would 
suggest your CDC lo consult with om OGcl ltor better guidance. 

From: (FBI) 
Sen :~~~~~~-m~~:9PM 
To: ,__ __ ....Llo.,;;;..;..;;~ 

Cc: (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: Domestic Technical Assistance Request --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

Hello! b6 

~-~·====~-----------------------------------~b7C 
b7E 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO 

This is from the meeting vou rnissed. 

F~~~:l ~OTD)H(FBI)HH 
Se "I 01, 2014 12r.:..:4..:.:2"""'P"""'M..:....-___ ___, 
To: OTD) (FBI)J tOTO) (FBI) 
Cc: (FBI);! KOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Airborn proof of concept --- UNCLASSIFIED/ /FOUO 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO 

Just checking in< I am having a difficult time finding the bottom of my in box so I apologize if you have ans-Nered the 
belmr1. Do we have any fon..vard progress"? 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO 

D 
To follow-up on our meeting from a few weeks ago, were you able to develop a proof of concept test and timeline for 
the I ~o meet? I would like to make sure this moves forward and we can implement a test 
scenario for them in the near future. 

Thanks, 
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ll(oesk) 
L______j(Cell) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

----------------------------~~-------------------

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: 

(U) LNAI ~~IFOHLLIV:E!<l I SEI'JSI f I''F NQEORN: The information marked ~in this document is the property of 
fbi and may be distributed •Nithin the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public 
safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know, Distribution beyond these entities •Nithout fbi 
authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a 
manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES NOFORN caveat may not be used in legal 
proceedings •Nithout first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from 
subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

HellO 

Apologies about the question not being answered. 

I would defer legal questions to our Unit Chief,l dand our OGC for r ..... l.._.!r=JL...-_,.Ijj~J-l-~--...J~ 
I l1f you wouldn't mind, please copy me and the rogram 1\/:anager._ ______ ..... ~n the email as well 
so we may chime in if needed. 

D 
From: I lcFBI) 
Se · .~.:-r-...,....-----r--:=-e-rb-ru ...... a ry 2 6, 2 014 2: 19 PM 
To: OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: TTU nline Webinar --- UNCLASSIFIEDfl~FeEJI. 

Classification: UNCLASS I FIEDLtfJ'S ±JOFG'V&. 

(u.;i:,MH E?JFat<LEN:EIQ I .::.t:!431TI'~'E PlOFQr{:;;· The information marked (U/~n this document is the property of 
fbi and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public 
safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without fbi 
authorization is prohibited, Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored andior destroyed in a 
manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES 1\!0FOHI\l caveat may not be used in legal 
proceedings without first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Hecipients are prohibited from 
subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

\Vho can I address aOiegal question to as mine never •Nas answered on the Lync call you left open last week,..Tks, 

D 
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(U) l.JW 1 ~~lFORCEfv:Ei'l I SEibl I 1\'k ~lOEDflli~ The information marked (U/~in this document is the property of 
fbi and may be distributed •Nithin the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public 
safety or protection officials and individuals with a need to know, Distribution beyond these entities •Nithout fbi 
authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a 
manner that precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES NOFORN caveat may not be used in legal 
proceedings •Nithout first receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from 
subsequently posting the information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U~Iease join TIU~ for an online webinar on Friday afternoon February 21 at 13:30 EST. The agenda is 

presented below. During the webinar you will be able to ask questions using the chat box provided. Please forward this 

invitation to anyone you think can benefit from attending. Please note that the presentation is classified as 
_: s~(ilL I)JIQui"~R; 

(U//LES-NF) Agenda: 

• 

• 
• 
• 

Operational Technology Division 

Tracking Technology Unit 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~O¥QSD_ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

SentineiCaseld: 

toTO) (FBI) 

I koTD) (FBI) 
Edda{ EehnJa(v 28 2014 9:53AM 

I ] rorm r1BI)·I 
(FBI)(OTD)(FBI)I 
(OTD) (FBI) 
~- UNCLASSIFIED//FOU<?------, 
L____J_Approvai_Extended_to-L__Jpdf 

NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

All, 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 
b3 

Attached is an updated ATO toOAirborne operations which now includes th~ ~san approved 
platform. .....__ ____ __, 

D 
F;~;;1 kiR:) (Fsi) ··· 
Ser· Ihwsdav february 27, 2014 3:42 PM 
To:_ !COTD) (FBQ_ _ 
Subject: --- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIE~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~~ 
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loTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: NON-RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

D 
In the event that r operational need arises for airborne support, I would prefer to have thern contact my Unit C.hief I so that hr may(d h in on anv o erational administrative support. (i.e. TR#'s ... ). Alternatively. you 
may also contact mvself or PM or operational issues, and we'll help get in touch with the right 

folks. 

rovidino capability briefings on the technology to another agency- either myself oQprograrn manager 

can work the liaison efforts as needed and vet the information we can share. 

Talk to you soon ... 

D 
r···=····=·····=·····=·····=····=·····..,H I.COTD) (FBI) 

f-1'-1-~llii.U.l-III..I...O.......,December 11, 2013 4:20 PM 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

To: (OTD) (FBI)J ICFBI);I lcFBI)~ 
(FBib L...-----------1 ._ ______ __. 

Subject: upport toO-- UNCLASSIFIED/,7E:owe::: 
b6 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ b7C 
b7E 

All, 

I wanted to thank you for your wjlljngness to support thel 

Thanks, 

D 
ss~.._ __ ___. 
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IJoesk) 
L______jCell) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I koTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Wednesday Octo~O, 2013 10:14 AM 
I _ OTD)~'F~s~D~-------------, 

I OTD) (FBI)I tER)(CON) 
Subject: FW: Second collaboration of the Aviation Policy Implementation Guide --- UNCLASSIFIED 

SentineiCaseld: TRANSITORY RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

I I from our interest. in airbornQ please revievv the aviation PG and advise me. You might have to 
contacQto gain access to the link (but try it out first} " 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

TRANSITORY RECORD 
AIL 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

OTD has been asked to review and comment on the below Corporate Policy Directive, "Aviation Policy Implementation 
Guide." I have listed each of you in the To: line as a potential interested pa1iy which should provide you with access to 
comment directly into the SharePoint site as necessar:r If you have no comments, please reply back to me saying same. 
If you are unable to access the policy through the first hyperlink in the email below, you should place a call tq ~nd b7E 
request lnfoPath be installed on your desktop. If you would like others added to the grouping to provide comments, just let 
me know. Please note all comments should be posted directly to the CPO Share Point site and must be posted by 

Thanks, 
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Policy Program Specialist 
Business Administration Section - OTD 
ERE C-100 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

All, 

The Aviation Policy lmQ.Iementation Guide (PGl has been submitted for a second collaboration. The purpose of this 
collaboration is to review the changes/updates made by the SME, after the Aviation PG was submitted for final edit. 
Also, because this is the second collaboration of the Aviation PG, the collaboration period is limited to 10 days. The new 
end/due date for this review is November 8, 2013. 

Understandably, you may want to read the document in its entirety for context; however, to assist in keeping the 
November 1, 2013 due date, he division policy officer (DPO), has highlighted and marked the updates 

with the comment NEW 

Finally, please be advised that if your original comments/recommendations were accepted by the SME during the first 
collaboration, those changes have been incorporated into this version of the PG. 

Thanks again for your time and patience. 

D 

Please review the CPO Policy Collaboration Site for the following policy: FBI Aviation Policy. Please input your 
comments on the collaboration/wiki page by selecting the "Discuss" feature at the top left, above the Collaboration End 
Date. Please note that you have 10 calendar days to complete this review. 

To add additional reviewers during the collaboration period, go to 'FBI Aviation Policy' and select the down arrow at the 
bottom of the form to add an "interested user" to review the policy. Type the last name of the individual and then select 
"Search." Double click on the appropriate name and the email address will automatically populate the email address 
field. Repeat until all individuals have been added. Save the form and all assigned individuals will automatically 
receive email alerts to the review the assigned policy. Then, exit the screen. 
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When your division review is complete, DPOs, ph~~~t:~~~~ ~~ns~~~·~~ th~~t yo~J h~~\t~~ ~~nt~~~·~~d ~~ CQ~nrn~~nt on th~~ \~··-Hd pa9~~ .• 
~~-l~~n ~f ~t ~~~ t~J sf~$t~~ th~~t y~)~H~· d~v~~~~on ~1as nQ C~)rnn~~~nt. Then go to 'FBI }\vlat!on Policy' and check the appropriate 
box at the bottom of the form. Thereafter, select the save button and exit the form. 

Contact the Corporate Policy Office at HQ_DIVOO_CORPORATE_POLICY _OFFICE or your Division Policy Officer if you 
have any questions. 

Corporate Pol icy Office 
JFH/9991 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I loTD) (FBI) 
· ay August 1;52013 7:49AM 

) (FBI) 
(OTD) (FBI)! PTD) (FBI) 

1r orne Overview I Training Request--- UNCLASSIFIE.G-Hi::ES i'II6F9Ri_ 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: TRANSITORY RECORD 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

TRANSITORY RECORD 

I'm fine with it as long as no cost is incurred by the unit and there's no irnpact toOprograrn 
responsibilities and tasks completion. 

From 1-,,......-.....,....-____,...--'t OTD) (FBI) 
Se 013 5:50PM 
To (OTD) (FBI) 
Cc: OTD) (FBI) 
SubJect: Air orne Overview I Training Request --- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U~AW EI~FORLEIVIEI~T 3EP~SITI"EJbf information marked (U/.2J;M:(in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
(U//~ 

(U//L~ 

(U) The date was proposed b~L..-------~~s a date that they would like to come down. 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~!~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SentineiCaseld: 

!(OTD) (FBI) 

I koTD) (FBI) 

Thursday A~a~st 15 !d5:50 PM 
~(OTD) (FBI) 

ltr ornevervi~~~~~aining Request--- UNCLASSIFIED,t,LI:~~ 
NON-RECORD 

Classification: 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

(U~410/ EPJFOikEivltla I ~li:~ISIIIV_t The information marked (U/Zl:Htin this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that b6 

precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first b7C 

receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the b7E 

information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

l 

(U//~) 

(U) The date was proposed b~._ ____ ..... las a date that they would like to come down. 

D 
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~OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASS I FIED.L]Fr lUG;' ;'ISE'5-

Well done. 

From: 
Se ~=~r=.,..-. 

To,__ _____ ___, 

Cc~-----~ 
(FBI)~r-~.,..,...,...__J 
Subject 

Classification: UNCLASS I FIED/..if'711 'C;' ;'I;H S: 

L....--___.~OTD) 

L....-_ __.1 (OTD) (FBijL-___ ____.kOTD) 

We now has official approval to operate in an airborne operation lAW the enclosed EC. 

« File: pdf» 
~------------------------------~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/j)Z4B~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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~OTD) (FBI) 

From: I koTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: ~~

.day Octobe~12 9:53AM 

/ (OTD~~~~~)I:~ ~OTD) (FBI) 1 . 1r orne use--- LAssiFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(l~ ,1w HH;:Q~cl..k!Af .JE!UI r !ICC. The information marked (U~n this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

Good, thank you. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(u)i>w [;;Ni OitLE1?1UH nhl?:i I 121: The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of fBI and may be 
distributed within the federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
This is the last contact I've had withl h hadOfollow this up •Nith another request to go on site and tesL I 

believeD is going to have him work with one of his guys, but I'm not sure whorn at the moment. We are ready to go 
when we get authorization to get in an aircraft. 

From:l ICIR) (FBI) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:11AM 
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To: 1..:-l ---:--=:-r--lj( OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE:I flrborne use --- UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U)~t li:~lFORdiv:Ein S!!:~ISITIYLThe information marked (U/~in this document is the propertv of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

lis approved to install OTD provided! ~quipment in their I 

Unit Chief: Field Flight Operations Unit 
Office1 I 
Cell~~--~--~~----------------~ 
Blackberry Email)._ ___________ __. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(UUAW ENFURCEIG,EIJ I Sifi\ISITI:if: The information marked (~1 this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

Just a follow up .... ThanksD 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

D 
..L'lhas expressed interest in bringing some of thQtracking equipment up in~....-__________ ..... 

c=JN'e heard back this morning that you had granted them approval. To help move things along on this end could you 
shoot us an EC reflecting your approval. 

Thanks, 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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I(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U).::i:'\W E?Jf oRCf.IV:L id I H~lSIIIYL The information marked (U~ in this document is the property of FBI and may be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agencv. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

D 
This is the last contact I've had withl l1 hadc=Jfollow this up with another request to go on site and test. I 

believeD is going to have him work with one of his guys, but I'm not sure whom at the moment. We are ready to go 
when we get authorization to get in an aircraft. 

D 

From:k l(IR) (FBI) 
Sent:ednesday, October 17, 20 2 8:11AM 
To:l ~(OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: I firborne use --- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(UlLAW li:moiktlv,m I Sti\ISIT@f: The information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and may be 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractorsL US intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or b3 

protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution bevond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LES caveat mav not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

is approved to install OTD provided _quipment in thei 

Unit Chief: Field Flight Operations Unit 
Office) 1 I 
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CeU)!~--------=-~------------, 
Blackberry Email)L...-___________ __. 

From~ lcoTD) (FBI) 

To:l ICIR) (FBI) 
Sent: Tuesda~, October 16, 2012 3:01 PM 

Subject: FW: ~irborne use --- UNCLASSIFIED~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U) -;:A).r.,' EtJf"ORLEIV,EIJ I Sf·NSITIV[_rhe information marked (U~in this document is the property of FBI and rnay be 
distributed within the Federal Government (and its contractors), US intelligence, law enforcernent, public safety or 
protection officials and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these entities without FBI authorization is 
prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this information is stored and/or destroyed in a rnanner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Information bearing the LtS caveat rnay not be used in legal proceedings without first 
receiving authorization from the originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the 
information marked LtS on a website or an unclassified network. 

Just a follow up.- ThankQ 

From~!.:=--~..,.....--:---:--~(OTD) (FBI) 

~~day Se~:ber 25 J~~~ (3~~~ PM 

Su~ r1r orne use 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

D 
Clhas expressed interest in bringing some of th~ ~racking equipment up inl I 
L__JW'e heard back this morning that you had granted them approval. To help move things along on this end could you 
shoot us an EC reflecting your approval. 

Thanks, 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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koTD) (FBI) 

From: I koTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I ::rlne:rlav Auaust 22 21~~B~)] 3 PM ~OTD) (FBI) 
: ;2S;1r orneD ~....-____ ____. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:k kFBI) 
Sent:ednesday, August 22, 20t2 12·54 Ptc 
To:l ICOTD) (FBI); OTD) (FBI) 
subject: AirbornQ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

I was wonderin if ou could send the Airborne 
which is still open requesting i 

Thanks for the help. 

IDe:;:<.: 
~...-____ ___.CELL 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: I I(FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Wedne;day A11aust 22, 201 ~ 12·54 PI\D 
I _ koTD) (FBI~ toTo) (FBI) 

Airborn I ....._ __ ____, 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

hich is still open requesting i 

Thanks for the help. 

I IDESf-<: 
C.:: ELL ....._ _____ ....... 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~~ 

Owhat do you think of the summary? Why did it take nearly two months for me to be provided with only more 
questions and for the substantive meeting with Aviation to be scheduled? Am I really expected to tell the field that we 
won't endorse airbornd I 

From~ KoTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 5:25 PM 
To:l I (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: Aircraft Project Progress Summary 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

D 
Here is my summary of the Aircraft Project as a whole. 

D 

Summary of Weight_Balance.xl 
.ircraft Program Pr. s 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I loTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

\ Fddav Ju;(:~~ koTD) (FBI) 

RE: WITT---

Classification: JJ]<JCLASeiFIEJ)/ ~ 

Have a good weekend, 

D 
(FBI) 

~=.,.,.,........,.,.,...,.....,.,.....-I'T'I""'"'"~:l9 PM 
T (OTD) (FBI) 
C OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: WITT----

Classification: ~~~ 

I 

pffice 
ell 
ax 
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From:l (IR) (FBI) 

~j' Monda~ June 20, l?r=-~T..:..:10~3~::1.:..:~B=i~M-------, 
ccf rcoTD) (FBI)~ ICFBI) 
Subject: RE: WITT --- ONCLA 5 I n; ~ 

Classification: ~~~ 

D 

D 

r'r.,..,.~r-------l~lo.l.oL...---,~----__J(FBI)~L-------__.tFBI)jL.-__ __. 

L.....-___ __.lcoTD) (FBI);I toTD) (FBI);I...__ _ __.ICOTD) 

~ 
_.RECORD 268-0 

l.<:U 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 
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I hope I have not 
WITT capabilities 

confused everyone, bear with 
to the field and our concept 

• 
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me. 
is: 

TTU has many 

bl 
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If you have any questions feel free to call me 

Classification: 1lNCLA~3IE'lED/ ~ 

Classification: ITh!l LliSSH"I E::D/ /~ 

Classification: JJNCLAS8IF'IFJJ/ ~ 

Classification: QNCI P S6 I F'IE]d/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I bTD) (FBI) 
Tuesday :,une 05, 2012 12:36 PM 

I _ toTo) (FBI) 

I (OT~I~~'~ 

Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: FW:WITT---~ 

Classification: ~~~ 

1!1 don··t see that we have the resources to implement training·~=-::-=:-.-=:-:--;-:-:=-;:-::-;=====~fv1aybe 
~the SSA is on board and can organize! !program and implement a curriculum for! ~ve can 
revisiQrequest. Any thoughts'? 

From:l ICFBI) Set Tuesd7. June OS. 2012 12:19 PM 
To· I (OTD) (FBI) 
Cc (OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: WITT---~~ 

C 1 ass if i cation: lJ1J C£1f3 3 I FI ED,~ 

D 

office 
cell 
fax 

From:! !COTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2012 11:38 AM 

To:! ~ 
Su51ect: FW: wrn--- ;~ 
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From~ fiR) (FBI) 

~~~,t: Monda~ June 20.~~T-Ol'-~-~-D3"-~:l..~...~B-i""-M-------. 
Cc: Jotb) (Fsn tFBI) 
Subject: RE: WITT---

Classification: QNCI.PSSIFUill/~ 

D 

D 

...-ll!~=;----.....LI..L..L.I.I..I.o"---""1.=,.,.,.....----_J(FBI);L..I ______ ____.tFBI);L-1 __ ____. 

L....-___ __.loTD) (FBI); 1 loTD) CFBI);IL.....-_ __.KOTD) 
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bl 
b3 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~b5 
I hope I have not confused everyone, bear with me. TTU has provided many 

b7E 
WITT capabilities to the field and our concept is: 
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If you have any quest1ons feel free to call me 

Classification: J1NCLAS8IPIE:D~ 

Classification: lJlS!i IJtGSH'IF.!Ji'~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Have you given up onOfor this, then? 

From~ ~OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: Wednesda:, Ma~12 5:04 PM 
Tol tOTD) (FBI) 
SubJect: RE: A1r orne coordination 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
------------------------------------------------------

D 
(please do not distribute futher). 

Previouslyli me andl I met withQn "'Yubjey, and I determined that the next steps were to do 
the follow~lly had buy·in on this plan previously from 

I still plan on doing the sarne list of tasks described above, although at this time I have only provided information to the 
team to gain an understand if anyone is willing to take on this task. I heard from! I but it was more of an 
unstructured, get it done, and don't •Norry about anything solution. 

From attending the meeting with~roup, I learned that there are a great amount of details required to 
implement this properly. It seem~vill want rnany standard operating procedures followed, which at this time 
was not being "comprehended" by anyone inD I have explained some of these complexities and look-ahead's that 
need to be thought of. but up to this time, I only •Nas offered an unstructured shot-gun approach by! !and no 
other personnel inOvolunteered. 

I am still in the identification process for identifying the right personnel for this task, that will follow through in a timely 
fashion, without over "over-specifying" the capabilities. 
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1\!ly inclination is to assignl ~his task as I see that he has the proper experience in installations and adhering 
towards standard operating procedures. Should this be more urgent, I can move forward with a faster schedule, 
although this will require helpinQvith myself or anothe~ngineer, as he is unaware of all the technologies 
Dhas to offer (since he is new). I also have noticed thatOhts a high technical background, as has shown reliability 
in his ability to understand and operateOequipment at the detail necessary. 

By the way, I have already askedOo be our POC to start learning technologies that will help integratel~....-.,.,.......,..... __ ___. 
in a phased approach that will address capabilities and provide for the necessary guidance with respect to disclosure, 
protection of equipmentitechniques, and of course maintaining proper legal processes. 

I have offered this to the other team members, although with respect to their current tasking, I don't see much leeway 
without getting involved myself. 

Between us: r----ls fully tasked, else I would have depended on him to take lead in this task. I don't believe that 

D will t~me to implement the required structured approach, which I noticed! ~as taking withD 
is also very busy with his own contracts. and should not take on anymore tasks, and would not have the time to 

focus on this properly. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Dwhat's the status of meeting with CIRG's Aviation Support Unit to further endorsement of the airborneD 
mission? Who's your assigned point of contact? 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

---------------------------~~~-------------------

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

D what's the status of meeting with CIRG's Aviation Support Unit to further endorsement of the airborne! 
mission? Who's your assigned point of contact? L...--....1 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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tOTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED//~ 
------------------------------------------------------

Our group will be following up withJ~~-----..... ~o address their safety requirements, Once we have done so, 
we will resume airborne training ef orts. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

I am fine with just shutting it down. If anything changes, let rne know. 

FromJ ICOTD) (FBI) 

~~:~M=-o-nd":'"""ay----:IMay 14 2012 3·1j(~~l)~ 1 ,FBI)~ ICFBI) 

Cc;1 lcoTD) (FBI.,_[)lr-----"""tKOTD~)(7"1"'F~Blrl"") ______ ____. 

Subject: Airborne Training 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Dcompany: 

nuc=Jrecently met withl !regarding the deployment ot==)equipment in Bureau air assets 
and there are a number of items that required addressing before OTD can go forward with the proposed airborne 
training and for that matter continued airborne operations. 

OTD shall address and perform fb-e-Dfcessary functional testing withl land obtain official 
authorization and consent frorrt__jo deploy~quipment in Bureau a1r assets. We realized that a number of field 
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offices have airborneOapability and in the past have left to the respective division to make the coordination and 
arrangement with the local pilot in command. OTD is taking a more strategic approach to address this matter. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I ~OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

Ocompany: 

nuJirecently met wit~ !regarding the deployment ofOequipment in Bureau air assets 
and ~are a number of items that required addressing before OTD can go forward with the proposed airborne 
training and for that matter continued airborne operations. 

OTD shall address and perform the necessary functional testing wit~ ~nd obtain official 
authorization and consent frorrOo deplove::::::::Jequipment in Bureau air assets. We realized that a number of field 
offices have airborn~ !capability and in the past have left to the respective division to make the coordination and 
arrangement with the local pilot in command. OTD is taking a more strategic approach to address this matter. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 

(U/~ There is a conflict of schedule for rth.;.;e;;.&...._,_---:--:------! 
thee II spoke briefly to uc joLWJ~~..Iol.l.iiii....lo.J 
include the endorsement from the division CDC, Information to be capture 
include A MOU & NDA froml 
covered. L---------1 

(U/.lJ:K:tBased on prior exercise, I would recommend the following agenda. 

(U/2i:M:l:..Reminder that the course and exercise is geared toward experiencedOoperators who perforrri._ __ _. 
mission on a regular basis. The pace will be very fast and basic knowledge of operating the equipment is a must. 
Attendees are expected to be familiar withl I 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED~ 
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kOTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIEDt+~~ 

.,_---,r---:--..... tei.L-_.-----..a..;...;;.;.;.;.....;.;.;...;;.;..;...;;~ 
so I prefer a mid-morning meet time. 

~-------....1 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

D please be prepared to speak about equipment configurations on Bu-planes,l land other 
communications and logistics requirements. ~....--______ ____. 

Thank you. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/~ 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Classification: JiECVk± / /IGOli'QRL 

(U//~~ 

Classification: _§]i";('Re T;'/HJAI lkf[" 
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(U/~ 
I~ 

Clas si fica tion: _:gECRE 11 /!<fOFQii.li_ 

D 
(~ I have been involved with conducting I lairbome missions over the last few years and would 
like to share some history behind our operations to provide further clarification and address gaps we want to 
address . 

£"'. . }, =·· 
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bl 
l,b3 

b5 
b7E 

~tificat~:;.----------------------------------------.

1 ~~_L~I 

~I 

I 
:!)I 

Action to be taken: 

I 
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Classification: -=si:cHET/;'lTYI!"\ !RN:_ 

b3 
b5 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

Whal aboullegal authority? Are they getting a PRlT order to operal~.__ ____________ ___, 

F;~;r kal-o) (FBI) 
Seqt: Frjday. January 06, ?012 3· 51 PM 
To:[ lcoTD) (FBI);l lcoTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Testing .....__ ______ ____, 

Classification :__:g:g;CRE 1 I I IZJ0f'Gl?1l_ 

D 

D 
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90615 

FYI 

VR, 

Classification: ~~~ 

D 

Contact me on communicator if you have any questions. 

D 
Classification :..:Si:cRE I/ 1 fJb~oBN:_ 
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Classification: :SEC±t£1/; f;Fg~a"Ri 

Classification: Sli:r 'kEiT/;'IJdE! l[fj 

Classification: ]E.tpe ±;'/HG£1 1 18G[ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Classification: -iEcR£ I/! fJo·~·nRi_ 
b3 
b5 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

~(u~v~~l-~-~--------------------------------------------------~ 

~OTD) (FBI) 

':----------'I(OTD) (FBI) 

Classification: 3 h'r VIST/ ;'n 1 F ( 'kR 

D 
(LES/~~ 

r., ... ., hilit-.r• 
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I 

Certification:;_,------------------------------------..., 
(LESliE~ 

(LES//F~ 

.. I 
(LES/~ 
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·F~~~:·I······················································IcoTD) (FBI) 

Se~t: Friday Jan11ary 06, 2012 6:36 PM 
To:_ jOTD) (FBI) I I COTD) CFBO 
Cc: ICOTD)(FBI);I ICOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Testing 

Clas si fica tion: :s:ii:cHE I;' /IJG F! lk[_ 

What about legal authorit{? /\re they getting a PRTT order to operate 

F~~~=l koTD) (FBI) 
Se9t: Friday January 06, ~012 3· 51 PM 
To:t ICOTD) (FBI);I._ ______ ____.lcOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: Testing 

Classification: -=sgcRE I/! N01''0Bj[' 

D 
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D 
F~~~=l 
Se .~~~--~~~ 

To: 
Cc:t-------, ___ ___J (OTD)(FBI);I ICFBI);I 
(ER~)(-:::-OG-:::-A:-:-)"T; ____ .....Llo.,;:;..;..;;;;."'-lo,;,~~= ......... =,....-....J '-----------------' .... _____ __. 

Subject: FW: Testing 

Classification: ycPJd'± / ;'NOB'QRii. 

15 

FYI 

VR, 

D 

....._ ___ __.kOTD) (FBI);L-1 _______ __.tFBI); 

Subject: Testing 

Clas si fica tion: "]fur' PlH;' ;'IJ' WaR[ 

0615 

D 
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Contact me on communicator if you have any questions. 

D 
Clas si fica tion: 51i:C±t£T/ ;'±Juk'!m&_ 

Clas si fica tion :_:s'ifcltLT;'; bJQEo"Fill_ 

Classification: SECRE'l; /NGE'QRN 
~ 

Classification: ""&EclZE±/;'IJJ:Ei' lkli 

Classification: sL.[RE ±;'/HJHJBJ:i.. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

~OTD) (FBI) 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

bl 
b3 
bS 
b6 
b7C 

--(~~~ have been involved with conductin~ ~irbome missions over the last few years and wouldb7E 
like to share some history behind our operations to provide further clarification and address gaps we want to 
address. 
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b3 
b5 

~~----~~--------------------------------------------------------~====~~b7E 
lace with th~ 

~-------------------------4----.---------------~Upto~-n-ow~thre~ 
coor matwn an approval of Bureau air asset used to support airborne mission has been~ase by 
case basis and managed locally at the field office. I would concur an official endorsement fromL___Js in order. 

Certification· 
(LES/~ 

(LES/~ I 

(LES/~1 

Legal Authority: 
(i:fbw~'he legal authority is the same fori lairbom~ ~perations.l~ ______ ___. 
I ~ave been advised of the required court order actions prior to operating the equipment. 

b3 
b5 b7E 
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D 
F;~;;l koTo) (;;81)··· 
Se~t· Friday Jan"acy 06, 2012 6.:~6 PM 
To·_ J[QTD) (FBI);l_ koTD) (FBI) 
Cc: ~OTD)(FBI)l tOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: Testing ....__ _____ ____, 

Clas si fica tioQ.,;. Jj h' 1 hET;';'IJOb'Ol?£L 

What about legal authoritv? Are thev getting a PRTI order to operate 

....._ _____ __.I(OTD) (FBI) 

Classification: 

090615 

D 

....__ ________________________ ~ 

b3 bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

bl 
b3 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------bS 

D 
From 
Se ~~~~~~~~ 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

To 
Cc:t::~~-:_-:_-:_~~~~~!;!.I,,,L~~~~_J'(OTD)(FBI)~L-------__.ICFBI)jL-____ ___. 
(ER)(OGA); 
Subject: F:fn'rr"'T"'!!!'~I'I"'""'"--------' 

Classification: ~~ 
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I 

FYI 

bl 
b3 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------~b6 

h=BI) 
~~~--~~~1~2~12~:12PM 

b7C 
b7E 
bS 

:r-------------.....u....u..r..u....I..I'"BI) r------------------...., 
....... OIL...-------.,___j(FBI)J loTD) (FBI);I ~FBI); 

FBI ~--------~ · · 

Classification· ~~~ 

5 

I 

Contact me on communicator if you have any questions. 

D 

---------------~------------------------------

Classification: SE Ne;;:c£i[_ 

---------------~-------------------------------

Classification: ;'~ 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

b3 
bS 
b6 
b7C 

D b7E 

I ldid advised me he received yourOrequest and I instructed him to proceed forward and prep'fLL-, 
you the necessary equipment. He is no longer with the Bureau and we are now short staffed to address and handlel__j 
requests from the field. We are in the process of obtaining a temporary replacement personnel to help us. However 
there will be some lag time for a number of reasons including the lead time to order the 

c=J 
I like to ask forL.! ____ .... !help to address this un-address work. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

~S::.:e:.:v:..::e~ra:::l..:w.:.:e:.:e:.:.k:.::s..:::a~g.:::o..:.l..:::d~id:..:a:::n..!:==================!:..;lwlnD I haven't received it yet.O 

D 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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From: I I<OTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

I = ··=:'·: •ON "ff;i+~~(~t,~~r-D ----LI.I (.I.LOI.u.O.L.L) ..u..CE..uB.u..D ...,~OTD) (FBI) 

R'E. I "eSlflrg 

Clas si fica tion: "]-g;QH£ I;' ;'rJO~'oFffi 

What about legal authority? Are they getting a PRTT order to operate 

·F;~;;r·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.fol-o) (FBI) 

seQ· January o6, ymz 3· s1 PM 
To: (OTD) (FBI);l ICOTD) (FBI) 
SuiJ]e : :Testing L...-----------1 

Classification: :S:-g;cft£ I!' I fJOFQRR 

D 

D 

Classification: SECPtE ±!' /±Wf"'QRL 
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perlved E1 ::n:: ¥liH NSISC 2009061~ 

FYI 

VR, bl 
b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 
b5 

L....-__ ___.lcoTD) (FBI);IL....-______ ___.ICFBI); 

Classification: SFr h±ST/,'n if()@ 

I= 

Contact me on communicator if you have any questions. 

D 

Classification: .JiECVk± ;'/NSf 1 lR'&i_ 

Clas si fica tion.; ]"gCitE I;' ;'IJO&'cm"f\[_ 

Classification: 3"6'1 kbi/;'HJE' 18 G[ 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED b3 
bS 
b6 
b7C 

I will v1ant the aviation unit chief to endorse any installations of our equipment aboard Bu aircraft, I'll also want to b?E 

speak withl ~bout legal implications~...-_________ ___. 

toTD) (FBI) 
~-=---=--~0=-!6 2012 1:20 PM 

~------~~) ~--~ 
:L.---:-"""11:~----n....,--....J(FBI)JL-_____ ___.toTD) (FBI)I toTD) (FBI) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

(U//F~ 

~~ lastly, could you submit aOrequest for this as well. 

D 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
See below request. Thanks 

....---1 --------. 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 
bS 

It is requested that the Tracking Technology Unit issue an AirborneOsvstem tal I The reason for 
this request is based upon the following: ~....-_____ ____. 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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~OTD) (FBI) 

From: I lFBI) 
Sent: 
To: 

.-T.I.,jhw•,~.~;•r,~;,~c-ri;.LO"ol.lo"'---I,;'?:.~.~0.1.L!.L,;,O!?L.Ltit¥!5, 2012 5:01 PM 
I l9IPl (fBI) 

Cc: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
See below request. Thanks 

D b3 
b5 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

It is requested that the Tracking Technology Unit issue an AirborneOsvstem to theL..I _____ ..... IThe reason for 
this request is based upon the following: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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toTO) (FBI) 

From: I koTD) (FBI) 
Sent: 
To: 

Enday September 23, 2011 4·..-·S.~..:2;..,~P::..~I'.ILID ______ ..., 
ltoTD) (FBI)I tiR) (FBI)I (IR) (FBI) ......__ ______ __, 

Subject: WITT capabilities--- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

L...-_ ___.11 spoke withl ~egarding the airborne WITI capabilities we discussed. They would very much like a 
demonstration of this equipment. The presentations we discussed would be great. I would like the demo to include 
both certified and noncertified airborne equipment. If it is possible, next week would be ideal due to a cancellation of 
aircraft deployment. These airborne platforms, I I are continually tasked and difficult to access due to 

b3 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

intensive scheduling. For this reason, if you can work this into your schedule it would be greatly appreciated. Thanks for 
your assistance in this matter. 

:~~~ 
C==1 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I I uesday ~~~~~\:,~'\3, 2011'r-9;:z..·.i.I.SZ.L....I;:;.A.LIIII\DL.....--------, I koTD) (FBI)J koTD) (FBI) 
._R=E:-.W""=""=IT==T"""'c=-o-m_m ...... unications --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 
The history on this subject goes back a year or two and is as follows. TIU/WITI has the capability to !!eo-locate targets 

b3 
bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

or identifying cellular devices from the air via an airborne platform! ~he primary reason 
to conduct \NITT mission in the air includes:! I 

From OTD) (FBI) 
Sept.:..Iuf~asL::sei:iieD:ibe.uj, 2011 8: 02,.cAUo;.IM.__ ____ ____, 
To (OTD) (FBI)J lcoTD) (CON) 
Cc OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: WITT Communications --- UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

From:l foTD) (FBI) 
Se9t: Wednesday September 07, 2011 r:-5 .... :2 .... 6_,_P_._M......_ __ ..., 
To:t lcoTD) (CON)I tOTO) (FBI) 
Subject: FW: WITT Communications--- UNCLASSIFIED 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D do we have funds? 

D do we want lo start funding these types o~._ __ _, 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

D 

I 
c ,\1 ,;_,,.,_I 

t'desk) 

'

,.,If l 
•.....-Ct- / 

I 

I 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

!(OTD) (FBI) 

Reply from the good~folk~ lvviTT airborne ops. Oriqinally needed this info forll·when we were 
tryinf:! to figure out the budget/purchasing issues. Little late for that, butl !answer is gooc!Tri"aication of what the 
fields seem to think of the airborne program. 

D 
Fro;:;:;;---~ KFBr) 
Sent: Mpndav Nm,em~r 29, 2010 2:32PM 
To: I JOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: WITT Airborne deployment; anQraining 

From ~L...,-,-...,...----..,..-.,..,...--' 
Sent: Wednesda 
To: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

Gentlemen--

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 

L...-____ __.(OTD) (FBI);._I _____ __, 
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trRAINING 

Thanks Guys. 
b3 

~ 
bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

UNCLASSIFIED 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

D 

Thank you. 

UNCLASSIFIED 

!(OTD) (FBI) 
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kOTD) (FBI) 

I 
\11/ednesdau Klm:;m6J~;~O~~B2:oo AM 

. ·- ](oTq' rco!\!)·1 
r-----~(=oT=D::-:-1) (FBI)i JOTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

ssA 
Unit..,Co:-rtJ~ie~f..-----....1 

Tracking Technology Unit 

RE: WITT 

1 

ooeraliaaa/ rernology Division 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

I 
(~·.:elZ) 

Fro;:n;---~ rBr) 
Sent: Tuesday, November 09, zoi 6:05PM 
To: I ICOTD) (CON) 
Subject: wm 
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I have some WITI things I need to address, so I figured I would start with an e-mail to you (lucky you!). Will you please 
send this on as appropriate for items you don't answer. 

I Thank you! 

UNCLASSIFIED 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

~OTD) (FBI) 

I koTD) (CON) 
VVeanesaay November 10, 2010 7:ll.lya~A.~.~~ML-----..., 
I l<oTD) (FBI);L toTo) (FBI)I loTD) 
(FBI) L...-------' 

FW:WITT 

b6 
b7C 

celZ) 

From: I ~m) 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

::~s;av Npyemher 09 2010 6:05 PM I toTo) (CON) 

I have some WITI things I need to address, so I figured I would start with an e-mail to you (lucky you!). Will you please 
send this on as appropriate for items you don't answer. 

Thank you! 

D 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
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!(OTD) (FBI) 

From: I koTD) (CON) 
Sent: 
To: I 

\6/ednesdav Nm~e(OmT60er) 1(Fo
8
, 2

1
)p1 a 7"49 AM 

. j l koTD) (FBI);I toTO) (FBI) L...---------1 ~-. _____ __. 
Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

From: 

FW: WITT Gear Received 

celZ) 

I ~m) 
I ~UPS~Y NpyPmDPr 114k~gi~"r-5.~.o.~·l.u.D=pM.__ __ __,10TD) (CON) Sent: 

To: 
Subject: FW: WT'I I Gear R:ece1ved 

Sine~ Is out, maybe you can answer the questions I posed to him ... 

5)'1,1.._ ____ __. 

D 
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Sfl~l ..... ____ ___, 
UNCLASSIFIED 
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I(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

I r,,esdav November 09 261 !<..:.i.,;..J~!.I..J1 b!..I;D::.II~.U..D -------. 
I l<oTo) (FBI) I l<oTD) (CON) 
FW: WITT Gear Received 

SinceOs out, maybe you can answer the questions I posed to him . ., 

D 

S)'I,IL....-____ ___. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

!(OTD) (FBI) 

I koTD) (FBI) 
t,esda" !\la"Amfcer 09 201 o 12·so PM I (OTD) (FBI) . 
FW: WITT Gear Received 

b6 
b7C 
b7E 

Can you take a look at this. I"ll call you this a!temoon about il. I'd respond tQbui I don't knovv what a Dis, vvhai 
it's used !or, or vvhy he got it. Let alone what rnission irs supposed to be dedicated to. 

Fro;:;:;;---! lfsn-
sent: Tuesd~. November 09, 2010 11:38 AM 
To: I __ ICOTD) (FBI) 
Subject: wm ear Received 

D 

.s:.~J .... _______ ___, 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: WITT 

toTO) (FBI)L-1 ____ __.l<oTD) (FBI) 

D 
Thanks for the update and confirmation. If there is anything I can do to help, just ask. I know you have competent 

people back there who are more than capable of putting together a prograrn and testing the gear, but I also know they 
are very busy, so I arn willing to help where I can. 

Bottom lineDs corning along nicely and makes himself available for almost every mission, and I can tai~L---....1 
through it over the phone if I need to, but I will keep adding to the team as I am able. 

Thanks for the concern, and again, let me know if there is anything I can do to help, 

5/ljL.....-____ ___. 

L.....-__ ____.(OTD) (FBI)I._ ___ ___.~OTD) (FBI) 

SENSITIVE BUT~ 
NON-RECORD 

Do you want me to get wit 

L----------'1 see rne today .. 

. nd get you some help?? 
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ssAIL.. ____ ..... 
Unit Chief 
Tracking Technology Unit 
Ooerationa! Technology Division 

b6 
b7C 

b3 
bS 

I fBI) b6 
n11 I<=~' 4, LU10 6:01 PM b7C 

From: 
Sent: 

bTD) (FBI) .-------. b7E 
'r------.....,-:l'OTD) (CON)'-1 ___ ___._toTD) (FBd lcoTD) (FBI); . ._I _ ___,ICOTD) (FBI( ~ 
~~m"1"1 .. K.IR) (FBI) 

RE: WITT 

To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

I think that answers all your questions and addresses rny concerns. Please let rne knov.t if I left anything out, 

r~6"i"'\.'f-------LI.~"'--~~---_JCFBI)L-I _____ ____.lcFBI)I 

~..I.I.I.L.o.L...----~~~ ~----,OTD) (FBI)~ ICOTD) (FBI)~==~~=~--(0-TD_.) 
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(FBI) J,_~==---_ ___.ICIR) (FBI) 
Subject: wm 

~268-0 

I hope I have not confused everyone, bear with me. TTU has provided many 
WITT capabilities to the field and our concept i~· 

I 
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If you have any questions feel free to call me 

~Mul~ 
D ION 2 
SECRET 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

Do you want me to f:jet withOand get you some help?? 

L...-____ ____.1 see me today .. 

ssAI 
Unit .,..c~n,~efr-----.....1 
Tracking Technology Unit 

1 

ooerauoaal rorhnology Division 

From: I ILA) (FBI) 
Sent: 

toTO) (FBij~.... ____ ___.~OTD) (FBI) 

To: 
;:I:Eii:t5aw~iii:Ei~2f, 2010 6:01PM 
I koTD) (FBI) r-----..., r-----..., 

Cc: 

bS 
b6 
b7C 
b7E 

1--------~~KOTD) (CON);I ~OTD) (FBI~ toTD) (FBI)J lcoTD) (FBI)J 
~'"'""!lmrn--fpR) (FBI) L...--......1 L---.....1 

Subject: """: iV! 
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I think that answers all your questions and addresses rny concerns. Please let rne kno•N if I left anything out, 

~---IL...Io..loi.JL..I.:L.-~~----JFBI)~L------_____.~FBI)JL.-__ __. 

b3 
b5 
b6 
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,..__ ___ ..Jo.OTD) (FBI)j joTD) (FBI)~L--____.toTD) b 3 

:=s:ee¥C_ 
RECORD 268-0 
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I hope I have not confused everyone, bear with me. TTU has provided many 
WITT capabilities to the field and our concept 1s: 

• 

If you have any questions feel free to call me 
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D I ON2 
SECRET 

SENSITIVE BUT~ 
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~OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

D 

I think that answers all your questions and addresses my concerns. Please let me know if I left anything out, 

r,.....,...,..,..,..lr------........... ......._-,..,"'"n"""" ____ JFBI);L-1 ______ __.ICFBI)L-1 __ ___. 

,___ ___ __.(OTD) (FBI)J ICOTD) (FBI)~L.....--__.tOTD) 
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~ 
RECORD 268-0 

I hope I have not 
WITT capabilities 

confused everyone, bear with 
to the field and our concept 
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If you nave any questions feel free to cal~ me 
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I(OTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~ 
RECORD 268-0 

I hope I have not confused everyone, bear with me. TTU has provided many 
WITT capabilities to the field and our concept is: 

• 
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If you have any quest1ons feel free to call me 

~~~~ 
-
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kOTD) (FBI) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

I ~OTD) (FBI) 
I hursday Noye1 er 04, 2010 10:18 AM 

I (OTD) (FBI) 
FW: WITT Airborne deployment; andDTraining Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

For,N<:wding you ._I _ ___,~mail because he addresses your argument for need l~'---------....1 

D 
---; m--From: FBI) 
Sent: I hursday Noye,ber 04, 2 10 10:11 AM 
To: _ _ OTD) (FBI) 
Subject: RE: wm Airborne deployment; andDraining 

D 

(OTD) (FBI) 
)t!JDliii:saa:sz::::JSIZ:iSZS~e.t:.il~ 201 0 6: 14 AM 

~: Fffi) 
Subject: RE: WITT Airborne deployment; an~._ _ ___,~raining 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

D 

uyousoon. 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

D 
Welcome aboard In answer· o your questions: 
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Please let me know if you need me to expand on any of the above, 

s.AL... _____ __. 

c:.__ _____ _,, 
(OTD) (CON) 
Subject: Wm Airborne deployment; and~...l _ _.trraining 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

Gentlemen--

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 

fRAINING 

Thanks Guys. 

~~~~-------1 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

UNCLASSIFIED 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
NON-RECORD 

Gentlemen--

!(OTD) (FBI) 

AIRBORNE OPERATIONS 

I ITRAINING 

Thanks Guys. 

~1--------1 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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kOTD) (FBI) 

From: I kFBI) 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Thursd;y Seote~ber 23, 2010 nsa A~ I oTm (FBI)l (OTD) (FBI) 
Airborn J 

HelloOand~...l __ _. 

Thanks for the airborne training last week. It went very well,l 

Thanks, 

I I 
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